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What people are saying
“A stunning portrait of Aphrodite's Archetypal appearances, from Mt. Olympus to
the Hollywood streets, from crisis to consulting room. Dr. Landau, Jungian
Analyst and Mythologist knows the territory. She is a superb guide to the
paradoxical reach of the love goddess, in her dazzling allure and infernal
darkness and beyond-to a larger vision of life and wisdom.” ~ Stanton Marlan,
Ph.D.
Women of all ages delight in the astonishing sense of power and desirability that the goddess
Aphrodite can bring. However, women, especially in our current era, give little thought of the
resulting downfall when identifying so closely with this archetypal energy. It is then that the
dark side of Aphrodite enters their life. The same passion is transformed to rivalry, jealousy or
spitefulness that threatens relationships. With poignant examples, author and psychoanalyst,
Arlene Landau, explores the wounding of feminine nature when only sexual prowess and beauty
are valued. She explores ways in which to redeem, that which is lost in order to restore and
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realize the splendor of an all-encompassing feminine nature. This timely message brings to
consciousness a special new image of all that women can be. ~ Nancy Qualls-Corbett, Ph.D.
Arlene Landau's beautifully written book on Aphrodite gives us stunning descriptions of the
goddess as we see Her around us in our daily lives and experience Her in the depths of the
Psyche. This volume is rich and unyieldingly engaging. Landau’s in-depth and deftly written
book is meaningful for Jungian analysts, therapists, and laypeople alike. Landau’s book is
especially valuable for women who are caught in sparkles and five-inch heels in their endless
pursuit of beauty, often far into old age. These women often do not know why their appearance
is so all-important, and it is similarly a puzzle to those around them. Landau’s honest and
personal volume is also important for the men who gravitate toward Venus-type women. These
men are often left devastated, disappointed, and lost when their love affairs with golden glittery
beauties do not last. ~ Linda Schierse Leonard Ph.D.
Arlene Landau has lived this book, which makes it jump alive from the opening lines, lit from
within. With Aphrodite, the great Goddess of love and beauty – and dangerous seduction and
tragedy too – as her subject, Landau brings a profoundly insightful eye and a flowing
conversational style to an understanding of this Goddess who has ruled our culture for
centuries. There is so much packed into this volume, a unique and important contribution to the
culture at large and to depth psychology. Reading this book is like listening to a wise, beautiful,
compassionate, utterly real woman tell us how it is, how its been, and how it could be to know
Aphrodite – and why it is so terribly important that we do. ~ Lyn Cowan, Ph.D,
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